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Benefits and impact

 • Economic

 Remote resources for production of

       value-added chemicals

 Efficient integrated reactor and air              

       separation unit 

 Saving up to 20% energy consumption,           

       increasing energy efficiency by 25% 

 • Environmental

 Reduction of greenhouse gases emissions in 

       remote area 

 CO2-emission free ethylene production 

• Innovative 

 OCM membrane reactor enables higher                                 

       integration and process intensification  

• Social 

 Developing cooperation framework 

       among EU partners 

 Strengthen university-to-industry

       research-driven relationship

 Empowering the local community via         

       localizing the production-market 

Main targets

Developing an air separation-integrated OCM 

membrane reactor and process concept
 

Developing a stable-selective membrane and catalyst 

to be used in the OCM membrane reactor structure 

Life cycle analysis and developing an environmentally 

friendly technology for ethylene production

MEthane activation via integrated MEmbrane 

REactors (MEMERE) project has received 

funding from the European Union’s Horizon 

2020 research and innovation programme 

under grant agreement No 679933.

Background

Oxidative Coupling of Methane (OCM) is a promising 

alternative process for ethylene production. 

The Membrane reactor concept (specifically dense 

selective membrane reactor) enables an improvment 

to the selectivity and the yield of the desired products.

 

The focus of the MEMERE project is to integrate 

the air separation through novel MIEC membranes 

within the OCM reactor aiming for higher 

yields and significant process intensification.

 

MEMERE project aims at developping and utilizing the 

most selective catalysts and membranes to improve the 

performance of such dense OCM membrane reactor.

MEMERE main activities  

 Evolutionary catalyst synthesis

 Membrane selection and improvment 

 Analyzing the interaction of catalyst and     

      membrane

 Reactor design and construction

 Lab-scale and mini-plant scale tests

 Process-scale analysis and alternative             

      process structures and integration 


